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1"Passing the buck" is as old as his- university does not change the funAll material for publication must be re- it
ceived by noon of the day previous to issue., ! ory. Adam originated 'Lhe idea when dainental principles of college
.1 life,
The Editor is always responsible for the! lie placed the blame for his iiiisde- even though they may be camouflaged
opinions expressed in the editorial columns, meanor upon shoulders other than his by sectional provincialism.
and the Maiiaggin,-, Editor for the matter which own. Today the practice is prevalent
appears in the news columns.
Although communications may be unsigned, in business where it is employed to
If so requested, the naine of the writer must, facilitate the handling of matters not
in every case. be submitted to the Editor-inChief. THE TECH reserves the right. how- of sufficient importance to -,warrant
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personal attention by the executive
heads. In this connection "passing
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spent when they are evening foi- wliat
is incapable of management by those
below them; they also take into cansideration. the fact that many items of
routine are attended to in better fashion. by a subordinate accustomed by
experience to a mastery of the details.
At college the element of "passing
the buck" is, possibly, even more evident than in the outside world, while
its working, presents a decided contrast
to itthat
mentioned above.
In
business
is systematized
efficiency;

Santa Claus is coniing again, and
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the Lounger is pondering over the
kind of presents lie has in store this
vear for him and the Institute. Be it
N glancing over the new list of
F or double F, or a five dollar fine for
0
general studies offered during
failing to comply with any or all
P'larts of" the new registration system,
the second term, one senses the un%
dercurrent of a liberal arts' influence
I the Lounger is intent upon enjoying
his vacation, and he issues formal de-it last making itself prominent, and
fiance to all opposing influence. Tabdistinct from the purely scientific in University it is, frequently, lethargy ular views may come and go, but
courses which have, so often in the' -an
apathy to things in --eneral. Christmas only comes once a year.
marked by a willingness to permit
past, been included as general studies. another to bear the load that is notj Just one more step in the evolution
We note with satisfaction and in- rightflIlly his. Proof of this statement 1of our registration system. The Main
terest that psychology has been add- is to be found in the comparatively. Lobby looked like a country fair, a
ed to the curriculum. In view of the limited member of undergraduates who charity bazaar, and a circus side show
, devote themselves to an active sup- last week.
Only the men behind the
fact that engineers, after leaving the: port of a particular activity; by the tables did not employ niethods of sufInstitute, will have to deal with men readiness with which the average man ficient characteristic tact. Not even
and analyze human emotions in a way: about college consents to the notion one used a megaphone to attract the
that they have, perhaps. never before that students' affairs can be best con- men of his course thither. The only
-,attempted; that they will have to; trolled by someone who has merited thing which the Lounger noticed as
confidence by his performance on lacking was the smell of pop corn and
judge, think, and act in a Nvorld Of , some previous occasion but who, prob- the roar of lions. But the roaring has
business and ideas; it is only natural'
begun with the final exams.
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that they should learn something conIt took the world a few hundred
cerning, the laws of human thought in
NOTICES
million
years to reach its present
order to rightly interpret their imstate. So cheer up, the worst is yet
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pressiolls.
to come. As evolution goes on, think
Industries are be,-inninto
realize
of
what
of the
yearprivilege
299,777
1
"I
A. D.
willthe
be men
paying
for the
that the mind is governed by fixed
-for
by that time it
The Night Editor in charge of the of registering
laws, and the study of these laws is next issue will be P. R. Coldings '25, will have been agreed that the only
today playing a bl;g role in determin- telephone Roxbury 1465-.\I. All mat- efficient way of ensuring that everying, aniong other things, the suitabil- ters concerning the issue are to be one register on time, is to make them
to him.
pay beforehand. The Lounger is -lad
ity of men for certain positions. From referred
:71
The next issue of THE TECH wili lie is passing with the existing generthis point of view a short course in appear Wednesday, December 27.
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kinds are neater, more compact and
more legible.
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